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In January 2021, you will be sitting your final, assessed exam on the Music 
Industry.

This is your FINAL EXAM and NOT a Mock (someone forgets this every single 
year).

If all being well with the lockdown and whatnot, we will be studying these topics in 
September.

However, the work in this PowerPoint and on your Memory Sticks is designed to 
make sure you start Year 11 with the very best possible understanding of the 

Music Industry. 

The expectation is that you complete all work set over the Summer 
months and return to school in September having completed all 

tasks.

Got it?





Click on one of the Icons below to go to that topic



What does a Promoter do?

The most important part of  a Promoter’s job is to organise and arrange gigs for a 

specific Venue.

How does a Promoter do this?

The Promoter will find bands and artists that they think will sell tickets at the Venue. If  they are 

dealing with a well known band or artist then they will talk to their Agent instead to arrange a deal. 

If  the Venue is huge (like stadium or arena) then there will be multiple Promoters all working on their 

own area of  expertise (Rock Bands / Ice Shows / Comedy Events / Pop Tours etc.)

How do they get paid?

Promoters are either paid as a Fixed Salary Income (so the same each month regardless 

of  hours or work achieved) or they are paid per booking (so they take a % of  the money 

made from finding a well know Rock Band to play at their Venue).
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Question 1 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Name an important personality trait that a Promoter must have to be successful in the 

Music Industry. (1 Mark)

Question 2 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Explain why is it important for a Promoter to have a professional online presence 

(Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn etc.)? (2 Marks)

Question 3 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand
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Question 4 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Explain why are Promoters vital to the Music Industry? (2 Marks)  
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https://www.thebalancecareers.com/what-is-a-music-promoter-2460747


What does an Agent do?

An Agent’s main responsibility is to represent the Artist or Band they are affiliated with.

How does an Agent do this?

A Booking Agent will deal with organising tours and gigs for the Band or Artist by speaking closely 

with Venue Promoters. The Agent tries to get the best possible deal in terms of  payment for the 

Band or Artist by making sure the cost to hire the Venue is as low as possible and that the maximum 

number of  tickets will be sold to recoup the money spent hiring Venue.

How do they get paid?

Agents typically get paid 15-20% of  any earnings on an arranged gig for the Band or 

Artist. If  they book a tour for the Band or Artist then they will receive a percentage for 

the tour. Agents tend to have multiple Bands and Artists signed to them so they can 

make more money (just like Football agents). 
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Question 1 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Agents have to be good at communicating with their Artists. Name three ways in which 

an Agent can communicate with a client. (1 Mark)

Question 2 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Explain a benefit of  an Agent representing more than one artist. (2 Marks)

Question 3 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand
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Explain 1 benefit and 1 downside to hiring an Agent as an 

unsigned band looking to make it in the Music Industry. (4 

Marks)
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What does a Venue do?

A Venue is the place Bands and Artists go to perform. They sell the tickets, promote the 

event to the public, organise the security and set up the performance space.

How does an Venue do this?

Venues are classes as ‘small’ if  they hold less than 1000 people and ‘large’ if  they have a capacity 

larger than 1000 people. This means the Engine Shed in Lincoln is a ‘small’ Venue but the Lincoln 

City Football Stadium is a ‘large’ Venue. Large Venues have hundreds if  not thousands of  people 

working for them from Promoters and Ticket Sellers to Marketing and Catering staff. Small Venues

may run with 10 people working in many different roles at the same time.

How do they get paid?

Bands and Artists pay a hire cost to use the Venue if  they think that Venue will attract 

enough people to come to see the gig. A good relationship between Agents and 

Promoters helps with this process. Venues also make money through advertising. 
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Question 1 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Explain one benefit of  a Large Venue allowing a Marketing Company to use the side of  

their building to advertise a new car. (2 Marks)

Question 2 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

A Large Venue is putting on a Rock gig. Explain 2 health and safety factors they must 

consider when organising the show. (4 Marks)

Question 3 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand
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Question 4 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

A local Band wants to book a small venue in their town. Explain 

2 issues to do with transportation that the band must take into 

account before booking the gig. (4 Marks)
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https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/features/coronavirus-live-music-venues-elvis-costello-rufus-wainwright-close-a9422396.html


What does a Record Label do?

A Record Label is at the top of  the Music Industry Tree. They hire hundreds of  Bands and 

Artists to help them sell their records to millions of  people.

How does an Venue do this?

Record Labels have and A & R (Artist & Repertoire) team who are responsible for scouting for new 

talent in the area they are given (usually London or Manchester). Once they have discovered the 

new up-and-coming Band, they sign them to a contract which means the band are now ‘owned’ by 

the Label. The Label then helps get their music out there by helping the Band record the album, 

advertise the Band and help with touring. There are 2 types of  Labels: Major and Independent. 

How do they get paid?

Major Labels make their money through ensuring the Bands and Artists they sign hand 

over a lot of  their earnings to them through complex contracts. Indie Labels make their 

money through a small profit margin but keeping costs low.
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Click on all three of  these icons and 

read the articles in full.

Click on these icons to watch the 

videos in full.

Click on George Michael and read 

about how he sued his Record Label.

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2012/mar/22/indie-record-labels-changed-world
https://www.openmicuk.co.uk/advice/indie-labels-vs-major-labels-which-record-label-contract-is-right-for-you/#:~:text=While%20major%20labels%20operate%20on,global%20distribution%20and%20publishing%20services.
https://www.thebalancecareers.com/indie-record-deals-assesing-the-pros-and-cons-2460376
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6fa8lJKTy0I&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWeqZr-kvWA
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/a-year-after-george-michaels-death-how-singers-costly-legal-battle-with-sony-changed-the-music-industry-2017-12-28
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Question 1 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

Explain on benefit of  an Artist signing to an Independent Label. (2 Marks)

Question 2 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand

The role of  and A & R person is to scout for new talent. Name 2 benefits of  an A & R 

person being contracted by a Major Record Label rather than working freelance. (2 

Marks)

Question 3 – Answer on a Word Document or write by hand
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Having researched Major vs Indie Labels by reading articles and watching 

videos, complete one of  the tasks below:

Create a magazine article explaining the pros and cons of  a local band signing 

for a new Independent Label named ‘Sleaford Town Records’.

Write a news report on the affect Major Labels are having on the Music 

Industry in the UK.

Write a detailed article on how streaming and downloads are affecting the 

Music Industry.

Open the Q 

Magazine 

Report on 

the memory 

Stick

Q Magazine Report.docx
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Final Task

In your opinion, what does the future hold for music? (8 Marks)

Use your own research, explain your points, use musical examples and lyrics, read articles 

and make reference to income, royalties and the sustainability of  the music business.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqiK8b8nHaM

